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Book review:

LIMIT CYCLES OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
by

Colin Christopher and Chengzhi Li
In June 2006 Jaume Llibre and Armengol Gasull organized the Advan ed
Course on Limit Cy les and Dierential Equations at the Centre de Re er a
Matemàti a in Bar elona.

There were three le turers:

two by the authors of

this book and by Sergey Yakovenko. The book under review

ontains the notes

of le tures of Christopher and Li. (Yakovenko, worked hard, then, on his book
on analyti

dierential equations with Ilyashenko, whi h is now being published

in AMS; so he did not prepare his notes for publi ation.)
The book is divided into two parts: `Around the CenterFo us problem' by
C. Christopher and `Abelian Integrals and Appli ations to the Weak Hilbert's
16th Problem' by C. Li.

0 of a real planar analyti ve tor eld V is alled the enter
U of 0 su h that U \ 0 is lled with periodi
urves of the eld. The problem of enter relies on nding onditions
oe ients of the Taylor expansion of V at 0 whi h imply that 0 is a

A singular point

if there exists a neighborhood
integral
on the

enter. Here we must distinguish lo al and global problems.

enterfo us problem ) was formulated
J k of k−jets j k V at 0 of germs


2
2
V : R , 0 → R , 0 is divided into three subspa es Jsk , Juk , Jnk . The jets from
Jsk (respe tively from Juk ) are su h that any germ W with j k W = j k V has 0 as
k
asymptoti ally stable point (respe tively as unstable point). The subspa e Jn
k
onsists of `neutral' jets. Arnold asked whether the sets J# are semi-algebrai ,
k
or semi-analyti , and onje tured that the odimension of Jn grows to innity
with k. In the
ase dV (0) is a rotation the problem is algebrai ally solvable
k
(Lyapunov, 1966; Poin aré, 1951). In general, the sets Js,u,n
an be not semiThe

lo al problem of enter

(or the

by V. Arnold (1970) as follows:

algebrai

(see Ilyashenko, 1972).

The spa e

Re ently N. Medvedeva (2004) proved that

Arnold's problem is analyti ally solvable.

global enterfo us problem one onsiders the spa e An of polynoV of degree ≤ n (with V (0) = 0) and tries to des ribe the
subvariety Cn ⊂ An ,
alled the enter variety,
onsisting of elds with
enter
at 0. Simultaneously, one asks about the maximal number of limit y les whi h
In the

mial ve tor elds
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an bifur ate from a singular point of the
ve tor eld from

enter or the (weak) fo us type for a

An .

The Christopher's part of the book
He begins with the

on erns the global

enterfo us problem.

lassi al approa h due to Poin aré and Lyapunov. Thus, he

introdu es the fo us quantities, asso iated with a

riti al point of

fo us type, and estimates how many of them are independent, when
as fun tions of the

oe ients of the ve tor eld of degree

n.

enter or
onsidered

In parti ular,

he presents examples where 12 fo us quantities are independent in a family of
ubi
a

ve tor elds, and hen e 11 small amplitude limit

y les

an bifur ate from

enter (see also oª¡dek, 1995).
The main

onje ture about the global

two general me hanisms for

Liouvillian integrability

is the

A parti ular

enter problem is that there exist only

reating a polynomial ve tor eld with
and the other is the

enter. One

algebrai reversibility.

ase of the Liouvillian integrability is the Darboux integrability.

V

It means that the ve tor eld

has a rst integral of the following

form

Darboux

eg/h f1a1 . . . frar ,
where

g(x, y), h(x, y), fj (x, y)

(see Darboux, 1878).

C2

whi h

are polynomials and

aj

are ( omplex)

onstants

Liouvillian rst integrals are multivalued fun tions in

an be expressed in quadratures:

we start with the eld rational

fun tions and apply operations like adjoining a solution of an algebrai

equation,

adjoining an integral and adjoining an exponent of an integral. M. Singer (1992)
proved that if

V

is Liouvillian integrable, then it has an integrating fa tor of

the Darboux form. Christopher provides a proof of the Singer's theorem.
The simplest

ase of the algebrai

reversibility is the

time reversibility

for

dierential systems of the form

ẋ = P (x2 , y),
It is

ẏ = xQ(x2 , y).

lear that this system is invariant with respe t to the involution

(−x, y, t). On the other hand,
Ẋ = P (X, Y ), Ẏ = Q(X, Y )

it

system has a tra je tory tangent to the

reversibility is a generalization of this
fun tions of

x, y

Christopher analyses the

ẋ = y,
and the

ẋ = y,

riti

enter for the rst system.

The algebrai

onstru tion when the fold map is dened

(see oª¡dek, 1994).

Liénard systems

ẏ = −g(x) − yf (x)

Cherkas' systems

(x, y) → (x2 , y). If the se ond
al
urve X = 0 from `outside'

via the fold map

then the preimage of this point is a

by algebrai

(x, y, t) →

an be obtained as a pull-ba k from the system

(Cherkas, 1974)

ẏ = P0 (x) + P1 (x)y + P2 (x)y 2
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onrms the above Liouvillianreversibility

onje ture in these

Another interesting problem, related with the
problem of

enter for the

ases.

enterfo us problem, is the

Abel equation

dy
= p(x)y 2 + q (x) y 3 ,
dx
p

where

and

q

are polynomials of

x ∈ C.

The authors of the problem, J.-

P. Fran oise and Y. Yomdin (Briskin, Fran oise, Yomdin, 1999), ask for the

p and q that the solutions y = ϕ(x, y0 ), whi h satisfy the initial
ϕ(0, y0 ) = y0 , satisfy also ϕ(1, y0 ) = y0 for small y0 . There
R x exists
the omposition onje ture, whi h laims that the polynomials P (x) =
p and
0
Rx
Q(x) = 0 q take the form
onditions onto
ondition

P = Pe ◦ W,

for a polynomial
reversibility).

e◦W
Q=Q

W (x)

su h that

problem, when

q(x) = εq1 (x)

monodromy properties of
for moments of

with

(an analogue of the algebrai

and

ε

is a small parameter. In the proof he uses

ertain multivalued fun tion of

x (generating fun

tion

ertain measure).

A weakened version of the
form

W (0) = W (1)

Christopher presents his solution of a simplied version of this

enterfo us problem

ẋ = Hy + εP, ẏ = −Hx + εQ,

on erns systems of the

i.e. perturbations of

Hamiltonian systems

enter. Like in the le tures of C. Li the problem of limit

from the

enter and the problem of nding the

leads to

onsideration of the following

enter

y les bifur ating

onditions in this situation

R
Abelian integrals I(c) = γc Qdx − P dy
along ovals γc of the (real) algebrai
urves H(x, y) = c. In parti ular, one asks
for the onditions onto P, Q and H su h that I(c) ≡ 0. The obvious ondition
is that the 1-form ω = Qdx − P dy is relatively exa t, i.e. ω = f dH + dR. But
there

an exist situations with a kind of symmetry (or algebrai

Christopher presents his solution to this problem in the

reversibility).

ase of

Hamiltonian

hyperellipti

H = y 2 + S(x).
In the proof he uses the monodromy theory and some results from the group
theory.
One

hapter of the Christopher's le ture is devoted to the

systems
ẋ = x(1 + ax + by),
and the last

LotkaVolterra

ẏ = y(−λ + cx + dy)

hapter is devoted to dis ussion of other approa hes to the

fo us problem.

enter

It is worth to note the experimental approa h of H.C. Graf

v. Bothmer (in press) who used the WeilDeligne theorem, about the number
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of

Zp −points of an algebrai variety, to
C3 (i.e. for ubi ve tor elds).

dete t some

omponents of the

enter

variety

The Chengzhi Li's part of the book

lem

on erns the

weakened 16th Hilbert prob-

(stated by Arnold, 1990) where one asks about the number of zeroes of the

Abelian integrals

I(c) =

Z

ω = Qdx − P dy,

ω,

γc

asso iated with the perturbations

ẋ = Hy + εP,
(like in the weakened

cj

of

I(c)

ẏ = −Hx + εQ
enterfo us problem). It is well known that simple zeroes

orrespond to generation of limit

y les (for

ε 6= 0)

from the ovals

γcj

(see Ilyashenko, 1969).
Li begins his le tures with a review of results about progress in the problem
of limit

y les for polynomial plane ve tor elds (the 16th Hilbert's problem).

There are too many of them to be listed here.
Then he presents the general result of A. Khovanskii (1984) and A. Var henko

≤ C(m, n) for the number of zeroes of I(c)
and n of ω and H , respe tively. But the
ture is devoted to the ase when the degree of H is small.

(1984) about existen e of a bound
depending only on the degrees
greatest part of his le

m

In parti ular, he re alls the solution of the weakened 16th Hilbert problem
in the quadrati
last

ase by L. Gavrilov and I. Iliev (see Gavrilov, 2001).

In the

hapter he presents a `unied' proof of this result; probably this is the most

te hni al part of his le ture.
Also the

3, 4,

ases with ellipti

are studied in detail.

this theory.

Hamiltonian, i.e.

H = y 2 + S(x)

with

deg P =

Here he demonstrates the main methods used in

One su h method uses the fa t that the Abelian integrals satisfy

dierential equations of Fu hs type.

There is a dire t method of dividing the

oval into segments, applied to Hamiltonians of the form
exists a method based on the argument prin iple (when
introdu ed by G. Petrov (1988). Finally, some people

H = Φ(x)+Ψ(y). There
c takes omplex values),

laim to use the averaging

method (but in my opinion the Abelian integral itself is a kind of averaging).
There is some a tivity in studying the period fun tion for periodi
of Hamiltonian systems, or (more generally) for systems with

solutions

enter.

This

problem also leads to some Abelian integrals (see Chi one, Ja obs, 1989).

Li

reviews numerous results obtained in this eld.
In my opinion the book

onstitutes a very ni e presentation of the main

results in this very a tive area of mathemati s. It should be espe ially useful for
students, be ause they

ould nd there a qui k introdu tion to the main topi s

and an overview of results and methods.
Henryk oª¡dek
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